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Foreword
Welcome to
EY’s 2019 UK
Attractiveness
Survey, which —
as in previous years
— examines the
performance and
perceptions of the
UK as a destination
for foreign direct
investment (FDI).

This report maintains EY’s long track record of
sponsoring research into UK trade, including FDI,
reflecting our desire to encourage an open exchange
of information and insight between business leaders,
investors and policymakers on how to enhance the
UK’s economic performance.
For the UK, in common with other nations, FDI
represents a vital source of capability, economic
activity and jobs. The UK’s continued capacity to
attract FDI remains under close scrutiny in the runup to Brexit as this source of capital offers a unique
insight into how foreign investors and businesses
view the UK’s potential. Last year, our research
suggested that the UK was doing reasonably well
in managing the challenges posed by Brexit and
ongoing technological change. This year, our report
shows that the FDI market in Europe has been very
challenging and the UK has experienced a reduction
in FDI volumes and a decline in investor sentiment.
Our analysis shows that Brexit has changed the
economic situation in the UK and urgent action is
required to chart a new path to achieve success in
the future in this new environment.
The FDI figures for 2018 tell their own story.
While the UK held onto its longstanding position
as Europe’s leading recipient of FDI, the number of
projects it attracted in 2018 fell by 13% from the
previous year, against a backdrop of a 4% decline in
FDI projects in Europe a whole. As a result, the UK’s
share of all European projects slipped to 17%, its
lowest level in the two decades that we have been
publishing our attractiveness surveys.
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A more detailed look at the findings helps identify
the challenges. The UK’s recent success in attracting
manufacturing FDI came to an abrupt end with a 35%
fall in the number of new factory projects in 2018.
At the same time, our figures show that the UK
managed to remain the leader in attracting digital
investments in Europe but the UK’s market share of
digital investments in Europe declined to 23%.
Our survey of international investors points to
reasons for the changes in the UK’s performance,
with investors voicing the highest level of pessimism
over the UK’s future attractiveness ever recorded in
these studies, and 15% of inward investors in the UK
saying they have put their investment plans on hold
since the EU referendum.
That said, our perception study finds there’s no
immediate crisis: only 6% of investors are currently
intending to relocate operations to Europe, and
the proportion planning further investments in the
UK has declined only marginally. The UK still has a
window of opportunity in which it can build on its
proven strengths by implementing responses aimed
at maintaining its long-term attractiveness to FDI.
In this report, we suggest a set of policy steps to
help to achieve this, as the UK develops its new
post-EU economic identity. We at EY look forward to
supporting and participating in that renewal.
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Executive summary

1,054

The UK attracted 13%
less FDI projects in 2018
compared to 2017, with
total projects falling from
1,205 to 1,054
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A challenging market for FDI …
Twelve months ago, we identified the dual challenges being posed by
the move toward Brexit and technological change for foreign direct
investment (FDI) into the UK but also that the country appeared to
be coping. A year on, it is very clear that the market has become
tougher, and the UK is having to work hard to overcome the changes in
perception of the UK’s attractiveness. The UK has lost ground in Europe
as concerns over the impact of Brexit have reduced the UK’s appeal as a
destination for FDI. There is time to act, only 6% of investors intend to
move assets out of the UK in future but an urgent response is needed to
avoid a further weakening of its position in the coming years.
… but the UK remains Europe’s leading FDI destination in 2018 …
The numbers paint a very clear picture. The UK remained the number
one destination in Europe for FDI but attracted 13% less FDI projects
compared to 2017, with total projects falling from 1,205 to 1,054. While
the European market for FDI also fell, shrinking by 4%, as projects into
Germany also fell by 13%, largely due to a slump in business services
investment, when we exclude Germany and the UK, the European market
was flat year-on-year. By contrast, projects into France increased by 1%
from 1,019 to 1,027 and so France moved above Germany to be ranked
second in Europe for FDI projects.
… but with a loss of market share …
The UK’s much greater decline than the market meant that its market
share of all FDI projects secured in Europe fell slightly from 18% to
17%, having been at 21% as recently as 2015. This is the lowest share
achieved by the UK in the two decades we have been tracking FDI flows.
… and a similar story in the digital sector …
Last year we identified the first signs of a challenge to the UK’s
leadership of the digital sector in Europe, with the UK’s 27% growth
lagging market growth of 33%. We were right to be concerned: the
digital sector in Europe grew by 5% in 2018, despite a declining overall
FDI market, but the UK’s share fell four points to 23% as project numbers
fell 10% from 320 to 288. The UK remains the market leader, but action
is required to restore the UK’s competitiveness.
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… as Brexit impacts the UK’s appeal …
The results of our survey of over 400 investors together with the
analysis of project flows in Europe show that FDI into the UK has been
impacted by the Brexit process. When asked how their investment
activity in the UK has changed since the referendum on EU membership,
5% of investors said they had reduced their investment and 5% of
investors said they had increased their investment, but this relative
balance does not offset the impact on FDI of the 15% of investors who
have put their plans on hold. This represents a near doubling from the
8% of investors last year who told us they had paused activity. This
investment is still available to capture but will require engagement with
investors to address their concerns.
… with variations across project types …
The most significant falls in UK FDI in 2018 were in manufacturing
(projects down 35% in 2018 against market decline of 6%), HQ projects
with a 50% decline to a level one-third of that in 2015, automotive (down
32% in a market that grew by 1%), R&D projects (down 26% against 15%
growth) and chemicals (down three times the level of market decline)
clearly demonstrating that Brexit is impacting the UK relatively more than
Europe. Investors in these sectors are worried about future customs and
tariffing arrangements and the availability of skills.
… and within the UK …
The performance of the UK’s regions was very different in 2018 to that
of 2017, with much greater variation across the country compared to
the national picture. The South East, Wales and the East Midlands all
experienced a fall in volumes of only single digit percentages. Northern
Ireland bounced back from a weak 2017 with 74% growth and London
was almost flat with a 0.2% decline in project numbers.
The rest of the country saw significant declines in project volumes
with the weak performance of manufacturing hitting the northern and
western most regions of England. While experiencing falls in project
numbers, Scotland and the West Midlands had relatively small falls
compared to other regions, with the latter performing strongly in the
digital sector.
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Digital sector in
Europe grew by 5%
in Europe in 2018
but the UK’s share
fell by four points
to 23% as project
numbers fell 10%
from 320 to 288.

The relatively strong performance of London and the South East
suggests that attempts to rebalance the UK geographically may be
harder to realize if manufacturing FDI remains under pressure. This
concern over geographic imbalances becomes greater when we consider
the results across the UK’s cities and towns. While Leeds, Glasgow
and Reading had strong years, other cities saw project numbers fall,
reflecting relative sector strengths in part. However, the most worrying
geographic data is that while projects in the UK’s 12 core cities fell by
3% in 2018 and by 10% when we exclude London, the decline in the
rest of the country was 23%. FDI is behaving similarly to other forms of
investment with lower growth outside of the UK’s major cities.
… as investors from fast-growth regions become nervous ...
The shifts in the sources of the UK’s FDI also merit consideration. While
the UK continued to be the leading destination in Europe for investment
from the US, it performed relatively poorly with most other major FDI
source countries with a 13% fall in investment from the rest of Europe.
Most striking was the fall of 65% in projects from China between 2017
and 2018, compared to a 4% fall across Europe, there was a significant
albeit lower decline of 24% in Japanese projects, but this was in line
with a market decline. The UK also saw a fall to 150 projects from the
Commonwealth compared to 192 in 2017.
These results are consistent with the results of our investor survey.
Asian investors are nearly three times more likely than US investors
to have reduced their investment, and both Asian and West European
investors are more than 10% more likely than average to have paused
projects since the Brexit referendum vote. It seems clear that the UK is
finding it difficult to convince international investors of its potential as
uncertainty casts a shadow over decision-making.
… although UK businesses have increased their commitment
to Europe.
We highlighted the geographic shift in UK FDI in 2017 with the 35%
increase in UK outbound projects over 2016, the highest-ever UK
outflow. This trend continued in 2018 with a new record level of 480
outbound investments. Since the referendum in 2016, UK outbound HQ
projects have increased almost fourfold, digital, financial services and
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research and development (R&D) flows out of the UK have more than
doubled, and there were 79 outbound manufacturing projects in 2018
compared to 43 in 2016. With UK business investment falling by 2.5% in
2018, the FDI data shows that UK businesses and investors are reacting
to the change in the UK’s relationship with the EU by allocating capital to
Europe to future-proof their businesses.
Investor perceptions point to short-term stability …
Our survey of perceptions among global investors reveals a split
between their immediate plans and future expectations. On the positive
front, the proportion of investors planning to establish or expand
operations in the UK over the coming year is 23% in our 2018 study, the
equal lowest score over the last decade but only slightly down on the
24% recorded last year. And, while this level is below the 27% average
across Europe, as Europe’s comparable level was 35% last year, declines
on this measure right across Europe mean that the UK is relatively
closer to the European average ranking suggesting that the UK is
unlikely to lose significant market share over the next 12 months.
… but longer-term sentiment remains negative …
However, the perception survey responses also contain some very
potentially worrying indicators for the future attractiveness of the
UK for FDI. Our survey found that 42% of investors expect the UK’s
attractiveness for FDI to decline over the coming three years, while only
26% expect it to improve. The resulting net negative intention of 16%
is the worst-ever result in the decade we have been running our annual
survey and is significantly worse than both the long-term average and
the high point of 2013 when 65% of investors had a net positive threeyear view of the UK.
… as the UK’s attractiveness ranking has shifted downwards.
The UK’s FDI performance in 2018 reflects a changed investor view of
the UK’s attractiveness. Sentiment toward the UK weakened after the
referendum vote and, while there has been some recovery in investor
perceptions of the attractiveness of the UK on a range of attributes
since the immediate post-referendum period, current perceptions are
still significantly lower than the pre-referendum levels on 12 of the 13
attributes we have tracked for at least five years (the exception is the
cost and availability of real estate which is at its 2016 level).
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42% of investors
expect the UK’s
attractiveness for
FDI to decline over
the coming three
years, while only
26% expect it to
improve.
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In this context, it is unsurprising that access to the European market
is nearly a quarter down on its best ranking, but it is worth noting just
how far investor perceptions of the stability of the social climate have
fallen (from its best-ever rating of 86% positive to 61%), while views
on the stability and transparency of the political, legal and regulatory
environment have slumped to 53% compared to the high point of 86%. In
addition, perceptions of the quality of UK education, infrastructure and
labor skills are all at least 10% and often 20% below their best-ever levels,
confirming that on both soft and hard attributes, the UK’s attractiveness
to investors has fallen dramatically over the last five years.
Businesses remain committed to the UK …
In this challenging environment, one piece of good news is that only
6% of investors indicated that they expect to move assets out of the
UK in the next three years, although the sentiment varied significantly
across sectors, with 15% of Asian investors and 8% of manufacturers and
chemicals companies indicating that they were likely to move assets.
It is welcome news to find that investors in the UK remain relatively
committed to their existing operations, but policymakers need to move
quickly to ensure that the UK does not continue to lose out on new
capital flows into the country.

attribute to skills and infrastructure as drivers for investment in regional
locations. There is also scope to appeal to investors with improvements
in corporate taxation, support and incentives for foreign investors and
reductions in the regulatory burden.
… and for the digital sector …
According to investors, just as they said in 2018, the UK’s top three
digital priorities should be enhancing investments in digital technologies
and infrastructure; investing in digital R&D; and enhancing workforce
skills. This year public support to foster the digital ecosystem and to
guarantee cybersecurity has joined these three priorities. After a year in
which the UK saw a decline in its share of digital FDI, it is time to act on
these clear and consistent messages from investors.
… to drive the transition to life after Brexit.
The UK’s FDI performance declined in 2018 partly because, unlike in
2017, the digital sector did not provide as much growth as previously and
so did not fully compensate for falls in sectors and activity most exposed
to the impact of Brexit. This, together with the decline in the FDI flows
from countries outside of the EU, shows the UK has more to do to drive
the change necessary to ensure that the UK remains an attractive FDI
destination after Brexit.

… but there are clear priorities for economic policy …
The responses to our survey serve to identify the key issues that
investors are worried about. There has been a slight shift in emphasis
since 2017. As was the case last year, concern was relatively evenly
split between future trade policy (including access to the European
market, the risk of complex customs processes, and the possibility of
tariffs on European trade), and labor issues (such as skills availability
and migration), but this year customs compliance costs and the risks of
supply chain disruption have risen sharply in importance for investors.
Concern over migration and the impact on skilled and unskilled labor
availability also remain significant concerns.

The evidence presented in this report suggests that the UK will risk
missing out on growth in the next few years and could grow more slowly
than Europe. But the good news is that investors are not rushing to
leave the UK but are waiting to see how the situation develops. Our
research has demonstrated that investors are clear on which issues
need addressing, and policymakers need to engage with businesses
and investors to identify the policy responses that will shape the UK’s
approach to Brexit, to domestic policy — nationally and by place — and to
digital. The challenge is to lead the transformation and drive toward a
successful outcome for the UK.

… for the domestic economy …
The domestic priorities that investors identify are infrastructure and
skills. 59% of investors identified some form of transport infrastructure
as a priority but social infrastructure, such as housing, health and
education, is also seen as important. Additionally, 32% of investors
identify improvement in skills in the UK as a priority, the secondhighest score. These results also reflect the importance that investors

The good news is that investors are not rushing to leave the UK but are
waiting to see how the situation develops. Our research has demonstrated
that investors are clear on which issues need addressing, and policymakers
need to engage with businesses and investors to identify the policy responses
that will shape the UK’s approach to Brexit, to domestic policy — nationally
and by place — and to digital. The challenge is to lead the transformation and
drive toward a successful outcome for the UK.
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Executive summary
UK remains Europe’s leading FDI destination in 2018 ...
Top three origins of
UK FDI projects in 2018

UK

France

Germany

projects

projects

1,054 1,027 973
projects

United States

345
projects

Investors from
fast-growth
regions are
nervous

65

%

Fall of 65% in projects
from China between
2017 and 2018

Germany

projects

4

France

compared to a 4% fall
across Europe

71

%

52

projects

... with a loss of European market share and a similar story in the digital sector ...

5

4

%

%

Digital sector in Europe
grew by 5% in 2018
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Executive summary
... as Brexit impacts the UK’s appeal with variations across project types ...
When asked how their
investment has changed
since the referendum,

The fall in UK FDI in areas seen by investors as likely to be negatively
impacted by Brexit such as ...

35

50

32

manufacturing (projects
down 35% in 2018 against
market decline of 6%)

a 50% decline in HQ projects
to a level one-third of that
in 2015

automotive (down 32% in
a market that grew by 1%)

17

3

%

15

%

of investors said
they had put it on
hold, almost double
of the 8% who had
paused activity in
2017

%

R&D projects (down 17%
against 15% growth)

%

X

and chemicals (down
three times the level of
market decline)

%

... clearly demonstrate
that Brexit is impacting
the UK relatively more
than Europe

... and within the UK

3

23

While projects in the UK’s
12 core cities fell by 3% in
2018 and by 10% when we
exclude London ...

... the decline in the
rest of the country
was 23%

%
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Top three UK regions for FDI in
2018 (number of projects)

Top three UK cities for FDI outside of
London in 2018 (number of projects)

458

37

94

22

89

21

Manchester

Greater London

Birmingham

Scotland

Leeds

South East England
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Executive summary
Investor perceptions point to
short-term stability but longer-term
sentiment remains negative

There are clear priorities for
Brexit policy …

33%

19%

loss of access
to EU markets

Skilled labor availability

8%

23% of investors plan to establish
or expand operations in the UK
over the coming year and only
6% of investors in the UK indicated
they expect to move assets out of
the country in the next three years

42% of investors expect
the UK’s attractiveness to
decline over the next three
years, while only 26% expect
it to improve
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customs
compliance costs

32%

34%

tariffs on imports

30%

border and supply
chain delays

… and for the digital sector
According to investors, the UK’s top
digital priorities should be

32%

of investors identified transport
infrastructure as a priority but
social infrastructure (housing,
health and education) also seen
as important

Unskilled labor

tariffs on UK exports

… for the domestic economy …

59%

25%

53%
enhancing
workforce skills

of investors identify
improvement in skills
in the UK as a priority
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Access to the EU,
tariffs and customs
are the standout issues
for investors whereas
concerns over migration
and the impact on
skilled and unskilled
labor availability are
less-pressing concerns
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50%

48%

investing in digital
enhancing
R&D
investments in
digital technologies
and infrastructure
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48%
fostering a
trustworthy
ecosystem and
investing in
cybersecurity
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Investors are clear that
the priorities should
be enhancing and
broadening digital skills,
building better digital
infrastructure — both
fixed and wireless —
improving support for
the digital ecosystem
and cybersecurity, and
providing funding for
digital R&D.

Achieving a successful
transformation

1
Rebuild the UK’s reputation
In our report last year, we identified the need to rebuild the UK’s
reputation as a priority action for Government. There has been
little progress as yet. Our survey findings highlight that investor
perceptions of the degree of stability in the social climate and
the transparency and predictability of politics and law have
fallen further. There is a need to rebuild investor confidence by
demonstrating clear leadership and wider engagement of the
whole country in the policy decision-making process while at the
same time engaging with investors to articulate a coherent vision
for UK economy and society.
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Transport infrastructure and skills are priority areas for investment
and these should be supported by moves to incentivize capital
investment, to provide more support to foreign investors and to reduce
the regulatory burden on business. In addition, social infrastructure
(housing, education, health etc.) is viewed as important and should be
incorporated into the plans.

Define the UK’s future trading relationship with the EU
Our analysis identifies that the Brexit process had a negative impact on
the UK’s FDI performance in 2018. The UK lost market share largely
due to poor performance in sectors likely to be impacted by Brexit,
and among investors from countries both inside and outside the EU
concerned about the impact of Brexit on future trading relationships.
The UK must develop and articulate clearly its vision for its future trading
relationship with the EU and the plan to implement this. This should
include details of the objectives for future customs arrangements, the
approach to tariffs and access to the single market. While investors
recognize that there will be changes during the negotiations, the current
lack of any broad direction is deterring investment.

3
Relaunch the UK Industrial Strategy with place at the core
Brexit and technological developments are changing the UK economy
and without a strategic response there is a risk that the UK could miss
out on growth opportunities. The UK has set out a strategic intent with
four ‘Grand Challenges’ (life sciences and health, automotive, energy
and digital). And this provides the basis for a framework to structure
future policy.
Investors are clear on the areas requiring improvement and the
Industrial Strategy provides the framework to use to allocate resources.
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The Industrial Strategy offers the opportunity to balance geographic
activity by using knowledge of sectors and places to drive decisions on
resource allocation. The key requirement is for a shift to a bottom-up
approach and away from the current top-down national and city/regionled plans so as to think about opportunities and needs at a local level
and then aggregate these to create regional and then national-level
plans to drive the Industrial Strategy.

4
Strengthen the UK’s digital offer
Alongside the Industrial Strategy there is an opportunity to improve the
UK’s approach to the digital sector. Investors are clear that the priorities
should be enhancing and broadening digital skills, building better digital
infrastructure — both fixed and wireless — improving support for the
digital ecosystem and cybersecurity, and providing funding for digital
R&D. Investors believe there is also an opportunity for Government to
use digital technologies to modernize the public sector.
The UK starts from a leadership position in the digital sector, and
investor responses to our survey highlight the strength of the
opportunity. However, the UK lost ground in Europe in 2018 and
needs to embrace the requirements of investors in digital across all the
areas identified.
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The UK’s FDI
performance in 2018

Reality

Still in the lead …
During 2018, the UK retained its leadership position in Europe as
the number one destination for FDI projects, despite a 13% decline
in the number of projects attracted. Meanwhile, France increased its
number of projects secured by 1%, enabling it to take second place
by moving ahead of Germany, whose projects fell back by 13%, a
similar proportion to the UK’s.
… in a declining market …
Total European projects also declined in 2018, ending a five-year
period during which Europe’s annual project numbers increased
continuously year-on-year. The fall of 297 projects in Europe in
2018 compared to 2017, represented a drop of 4%, taking the
total down to 6,356 projects.
With projects into the UK falling by 13%, and those into Germany
down a whisker more, the overall fall in European projects in 2018
was primarily due to the performance of those two countries.
When the UK and Germany are taken out, FDI project numbers into
Europe were flat year-on-year. France’s performance during 2018
mirrored this trend, suggesting specific issues with the appeal of
the UK and Germany to investors rather than a Europe wide issue.
Of Europe’s five largest recipients of FDI in 2018, the remaining
two — Spain and Belgium — both increased their numbers of
projects recorded. Projects secured by Spain in 2018 rose by 32%
to 314, and Belgium increased its projects by 29% to 278. Despite
these relatively large increases in project numbers, Spain and
Belgium both remained significantly behind the ‘big three’ of the
UK, France and Germany in terms of total projects secured.
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In addition to the strong performances of Spain and Belgium, Poland
and Ireland also recorded significant increases in project numbers
in 2018. Poland secured 75 more projects than in 2017 (a rise of
38%), while Ireland increased its project tally by 70 projects (a rise of
52%). With a 2% decline in projects secured by countries in Central
and Eastern Europe suggesting little change in their attractiveness,
the story of 2018 is the significant decline in the number of projects
flowing into the UK and Germany, the two countries that have driven
the huge growth in FDI coming to Europe over the last decade.

Total number of FDI projects into Europe
1997-2018

6,653

Projects
5,083
3,909

6,041

6,356

3,957

3,303

4,448
3,758

3,797

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

Top five recipients 2009-18 (projects)
Projects

1,054
1,027
973

678
529
418

314
278

173
146
2009

2010

United Kingdom

2011

2012

France

2013

Germany

2014
Spain

2015

2016

2017

2018

Belgium

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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#1 The UK

#2 France

1,054

#3 Germany

1,027

FDI projects

973

FDI projects

FDI projects

What are the three main risks affecting the
attractiveness of Europe in the next three years?
Brexit

38%
33%

Political instability in the EU
22%

Rise in populist/protectionist feelings
Global and regional geopolitical instability

21%

An ageing population

20%

US tax reform and economic policies

20%

Competition from emerging markets

17%

An uncertainty related to tariff and trade
policies / Slowdown in global trade flows

15%

A rapid slowing of growth in China

14%

Migration flows

13%

A high volatility in currencies,
commodities and other capital markets

10%

A limited innovation capacity in Europe

9%

A lack of finacing
None of them

UK projects recorded and UK project share 2009-18

7%
2%

21%

Brexit
Total political issues excluding Brexit
Total market and business issues

678

Total financial issues
Total demographic issues
Total talent and innovation

2009
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19%

728

2010

UK Projects

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey Europe, June 2019
(total respondents: 506)
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… with the UK’s loss of market share continuing …
As mentioned above, one of the key factors in the decline in total
European projects was a sharper decline in the number of projects
recorded by the UK. UK projects were down from 1,205 in 2017
to 1,054 in 2018. This decline of 13% was eight percentage points
deeper than that experienced across Europe on average resulting in a
continuation of the decline in the UK’s market share of all European FDI
projects secured during the year.
In fact, the market share of 17% of European projects secured by the UK
in 2018 represented the lowest market share the UK has achieved over
the past two decades. It also means that the UK’s share of European
projects has now declined for three years in a row from a high point of
21% in 2015. In absolute terms, the number of UK projects secured in
2018 was the lowest since 2014, and the worst-ever UK performance
relative to the European market.

15%

A skills shortage

… against a backdrop of political uncertainty …
Looking at the wider environment, it is perhaps surprising that FDI
project flows into Europe are not under more pressure. The ongoing
challenges in the global economy provide an uncertain backdrop,
especially when combined with a slowing of European economic growth
in 2018 after a couple of good years. At the same time, our Europe wide
survey of investors’ views in 2019 suggests that the current political
uncertainty is worrying investors — with Brexit and political instability in
the EU topping their list of risks to Europe’s attractiveness in the next
three years.

18%

17%

679

697

2011

2012

20%

799

2013

20%
887

2014

21%

1,138

1,065

2015

18%

2016

1,205
1,054
18%

2017

17%

2018

Percentage UK

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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… but declining for different reasons than Germany.
While Germany’s project numbers and European market share also
fell in 2018, a closer look shows that there were different reasons for
the declines in the UK and Germany. There were signs last year that
Germany was hitting capacity constraints, with investors identifying
that labor supply shortages were emerging. The German decline in
2018 was driven by a handful of specific sectors, with R&D projects
down by 21% and headquarter (HQ) projects down by 16%. By contrast,
the UK saw declines in FDI projects across a wider range of areas, with
manufacturing plants down 35%, HQs halving from 98 to 48, and R&D
projects down by 17%.
However, with business services FDI projects into Germany slumping
by 42% — accounting for 63% of the overall decline in business services
investments across Europe — it is clear what the major issue is behind
the decline in German FDI in 2018. Investors from the business services

sector were much less positive about Germany than survey respondents
overall. Only 17% of investors from business services identified Germany
as the number one location for FDI in Europe compared to 34% of
investors overall. There were no other significant sector variations
which suggests that specific issues with business services are impacting
Germany’s FDI performance.
Perceptions of the UK as an FDI location appear to have weakened …
The relative decline in UK projects in 2018 is consistent with the
findings of our 2019 survey of investors’ perceptions. The UK’s overall
attractiveness has declined relative to its competitors in Europe. Asked
to name their top three countries for FDI in Europe, investors put
Germany first at 69%, up by 3% from last year. Behind Germany, France
fell seven percentage points to retain second place with 49%, while the
UK remained in third place, falling by six percentage points to 46%.

Which is the most attractive country for FDI in Europe?
69%
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… and Brexit is a factor …
It is clear that the move towards Brexit has had an impact on FDI in the
UK. Our research shows that 15% of investors say they have paused one
or more UK projects due to Brexit, up from 8% last year. Five per cent of
investors say they have increased investment in the UK, compared to 7%
last year, and 5% have reduced it compared to 6% a year ago. The 15% of
investors pausing investment is a key factor explaining the 13% decline
in UK projects compared to a flat market across the rest of Europe
excluding Germany.

Have you changed your UK investment plans
as a result of Brexit?

Can’t say

5%

70%

No

… triggering pauses in projects — especially from Western Europe and
Asia, and in technology.
The higher incidence of paused projects appears to explain the fall in UK
FDI activity. There are also some interesting differences in terms of the
regional origins and sectors of the companies pausing UK investments.
Some 17% of Western European and Asian investors say they have
paused a project compared to only 11% of investors from the US. And
while 8% of Asian investors say they have reduced investment, only 3%
of US investors say the same.
Turning to sectors, 24% of technology investors have put projects on
hold. By contrast, only 12% of business services investors have paused
activity — while 11% have increased their investment activity and 3%
have reduced projects. Among other industries, 9% of manufacturers
and 11% of chemicals companies say they have reduced investment.
Considered overall, sectors likely to be faced with potential future
challenges after Brexit in the movement of people or customs processes
or regulatory differences with the EU feature heavily in the list of those
experiencing a fall in UK FDI in 2018.

Have you changed your UK investment plans as a
result of Brexit?
Can’t say

Yes, have put investment in
the UK on hold

2%
7%

15%
No

Yes, have increased
investment in the UK

Yes, have reduced investment in the UK

Yes have put investment
in the UK on hold

5%

5%
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#1 Greater London

#2 Scotland

458

94

FDI projects

#3 South East England

89

FDI projects

FDI projects

UK FDI projects by region, 2018, and percentage
change from 2017
Greater London
0%

FDI in the UK regions: a complete reversal of the map from 2017 …
In terms of the UK’s regions, the FDI project figures for 2018 tell a story
of wide variations in performance. London, the South East, the East
Midlands and Wales held firm, with their project numbers remaining
close to flat compared to 2017. But the year also saw significant
declines in projects across the rest of England, driven in large part by a
fall in manufacturing projects. Meanwhile, Scotland retained its position
as second most successful destination after London, a position it has
held since 2014, although its project numbers declined to 94 in 2018
from 116 the previous year.
The only UK region to record an increase in FDI projects in 2018 when
compared to 2017 was Northern Ireland. Its complement of 33 projects
recorded in 2018 represented a 74% year-on-year increase. The surge
in FDI projects in Northern Ireland during the year was largely driven by
increased numbers of projects from the US and the Republic of Ireland.
Greater London also performed relatively strongly, recording virtually
the same number of projects as in 2017. Taken together with the
declines in all the other regions apart from Northern Ireland, this flat
performance saw London increase its share of all UK projects to 43.5%.
London benefitted from its strength in digital and business services FDI.
… as most regions suffer from the decline in manufacturing and
expansion projects …
The decline in manufacturing projects in the UK, combined with the fall
in reinvestments by existing investors, resulted in 2018 representing a
year of reduced FDI activity for the remaining UK regions. Among these
declines, the most notable falls included a reduction of 40% in projects in
Yorkshire and the Humber — albeit after a strong performance in 2017
and set against an even bigger decline in absolute project numbers in
the North West of England. Manufacturing projects in Yorkshire and the
Humber were down by 63% from 2017 levels. The East of England also
recorded a significant reduction in projects (by 39%), although in this case
the decline was largely the result of a 50% reduction in the number of
sales and marketing operation projects in the region.
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458

South East
England
-2%

94

89

West Midlands
-14%

83

North West
England

Yorkshire and
the Humber
-40%

70
49

-33%
East Midlands
-7%

40

North East
England

East of England
-39%

Scotland
-19%

36

-25%

36

Northern Ireland

South West
England
-34%

35

74%

33

Wales
-6%

31
Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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Annual change in UK projects by region, 2017-18
Northern Ireland

14%

Greater London

-1%

South East England

-2%

Wales

-2%

East Midlands

-3%
-12%

North East England

-14%

West Midlands

-22%

Scotland

-23%

East of England

These dynamics saw the UK’s core FDI cities generally improve their
performance in 2018 in terms of securing projects even when the regions
in which they are situated performed less strongly. Birmingham, Leeds,
Belfast and Glasgow all increased their projects secured when compared
to 2017, with — of these — only Belfast located in a region that posted a
rise in projects. Manchester, despite recording a decline of 18% in its FDI
projects, remained the number one city location for FDI outside London,
a status it has now held in each of the past four years. In addition to the
decline in projects recorded by Manchester, there were also falls in the
projects secured by Edinburgh, Bristol and Cambridge in 2018.
To provide a longer-term context, in the ranking below we have compared
the number of projects secured in 2018 to the five-year average for each
city. On this measure the only cities — London excluded — performing
above their longer-term trend during the year were Leeds, Glasgow,
Reading and Cambridge.

-18%

South West England

rebalancing of UK FDI projects has fallen victim to the general decline
in UK projects, as investors appear to have responded to an uncertain
outlook by favoring larger population centers.

Yorkshire and the Humber -33%
North West England

-35%

Leading city project numbers 2014-18 (excluding London)

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

… but UK cities fared better …
Within the UK, it is interesting to look at how the leading FDI cities
performed in 2018 compared to historical trends. While it is important
not to read too much into one year’s numbers, the general theme that
emerges is that cities remain strong and pivotal drivers of FDI activity
in their respective regions, and that most put in performances in 2018
at levels close to their five-year average. Looking at the UK’s top 10
FDI cities, Newcastle and Coventry dropped out in 2018 due to the
slowdown in manufacturing, as did Oxford due to a weaker flow of R&D
and pharmaceuticals projects.
Overall, project numbers in London were flat during the year, while
projects in the UK’s core cities were down 3% but, excluding London,
projects into the other 11 core cities fell 10%, and the rest of the
country was down by 23%. It seems that the hoped-for geographic
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Projects

Change
2017-18 (%)

Five year
average projects

1

Manchester

37

-18

40

2

Birmingham

22

5

22

3

Leeds

21

11

20

4=

Belfast

20

100

18

4=

Edinburgh

20

-31

25

6

Glasgow

19

19

19

7

Reading

12

20

8

8=

Bristol

10

-23

11

8=

Cambridge

10

-27

9

10

Aberdeen

9

-36

12

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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Viewpoint
… leaving us with a clear
message
The message appears to be
all too clear. The UK has seen
its absolute number of FDI
projects fall, its market share
of all European FDI shrink, and
its future perceptions as an FDI
location worsen — all coupled with
a reversal of moves to rebalance
FDI activity away from London.
While Germany also experienced
a difficult year, the reasons
behind this were different
to those impacting the UK,
centering around the business
services sector. There is no doubt
that the evidence suggests signs
of a Brexit effect in the UK.
Identifying the best route forward
is a challenging undertaking.
To map out the way ahead, we’ll
now move on to a more detailed
analysis of the drivers — to
understand in detail what has
driven the outturn for the UK
discussed above, as the basis
for establishing what can be
done to improve UK economic
performance in the future.

Client
viewpoint

Roger Marsh
OBE, Chair of
the NP11 Board
and Leeds City
Region Enterprise
Partnership (LEP)

The digital revolution in Leeds City Region –
accelerating growth and attracting FDI
A digital revolution is underway in
Leeds City Region. A fast-growing
digital technology sector worth £6.6
billion to our economy, services
international businesses and employs
over 100,000 people.
The strength of this sector helps
to attract new investment and
opportunities to the region.
International law firm, Reed Smith, is
capitalizing on our digital strengths
and adapting to future needs by
locating their new tech hub in Leeds.
Fintech is a significant strength and
a growing opportunity in Leeds City
Region – home to three of the five
largest building societies who are
looking to collaborate with scale ups.

This confidence from investors supports the region’s reputation as
the digital heartland of the UK.
Andrew Jenkinson, Partner at Reed Smith, said: “Leeds has a
fantastic story to tell. It has the economic growth, job prospects,
location, HS2, universities and the higher education establishments.”
“We want to create the next generation of lawyers and so we are
focusing on tech and digital transformation and Leeds’ reputation
made it a very easy location choice for us.”
Investor confidence is evident across the Leeds City Region.
PWC recently opened a new office in Bradford city center and
leading technology solutions business AND Digital opened a new
operation in Halifax.
Highly successful Tech Hubs like Platform, continue to attract
and support the expansion of digital technology businesses with
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continued growth by Australian fintech, Sandstone Technology, the
arrival of Estonian fintech scale up Fitek and US sports analytics
business Hudl making Leeds their home – recognized as having the
highest concentration of scale ups outside London.
Outside of foreign direct investment, Leeds City Region is still
attracting high profile UK businesses. Channel 4 has confirmed
that Leeds City Region will be the home to its new national HQ,
enhancing an already powerful hub for screen, creative and
digital talent. The already thriving creative and digital sector
will benefit however the impact will be felt far wider, across our
towns and cities, in infrastructure developments, skills and career
opportunities. Our region’s universities play a crucial role in
producing almost 40,000 graduates annual and investing in the
future of innovation and knowledge-based research.
Investment from North America continues to dominate and Leeds
City Region is bucking the national trend in terms of FDI in the
industrial and manufacturing sector. US company Avnet - owner
of the electrical components business Premier Farnell - has shown
renewed commitment to its operations in Leeds by taking the
largest ever pre-let industrial development in the city at Logic Leeds
at 326,000 square foot unit.
Leeds has the largest volume of office floorspace under
construction recorded since 2007 with development now
commencing on the South Bank – one of the largest regeneration
schemes in Europe.
Bradford, the UK’s sixth largest city is developing exciting plans to
bring forward new grade A commercial office space at the heart of
the center and York has ambitious plans for a mixed-use scheme
connected to the station and East Coast mainline at York Central.
It is clear that the thriving digital sector is a catalyst for delivering
economic growth and a strong foundation on which to attract
new investment, which in turn accelerates the digital revolution
already underway.
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What is driving the
UK’s FDI performance
and perceptions?

Analysis

The UK’s FDI performance deteriorated
in 2018. In this section we analyze
both the key drivers of the UK’s FDI
performance and perceptions among
investors, with two aims in mind.
Firstly, to help us understand where the UK currently sits in terms of
its attractiveness. And secondly, to enable us to identify the issues that
will need to be addressed to give the UK the best chance of achieving
continuing success in attracting FDI. We analyze FDI performance
across sectors, types of project and the origins of FDI to create a
comprehensive picture.
Wide variations in sector performance …
A breakdown of FDI by sector in the UK in 2018 reveals that the sector
generating the largest number of projects in the UK during the year
was digital. This sector has held the leading position in the UK for the
past six years, starting in 2013. In 2018, the number of digital FDI
projects recorded in the UK fell by 4% to 318, partially reversing a rise of
23% in 2017. But despite this decline, digital projects still outstripped the
second-placed sector — business services — by a wide margin, recording
almost double the total number of projects contributed by business
services. Business services projects also declined in 2018, falling by 10%
to 160 projects recorded.

20
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Finance projects represented the third-largest sector generating UK FDI
in 2018. This meant that, in common with four of the past five years,
the UK’s three largest FDI sectors in 2018 were the service industry
sectors of digital, business services and finance.

The other sector generating the largest increases in project numbers in
2018 was machinery and equipment, rising by 30 projects, representing
an increase of 65% over 2017. The automotive sector took a big hit with
project numbers falling from 85 to 58, a 32% decline.

UK top five sectors 2009-18
83

18
39
67
137

32
47
50
164

36
39
49
166

40
43
37

130

151

128

2009

2010

2011

2012

Digital

Finance

Transportation manufacturers
and suppliers

52

51

94

88

138

95

189

127

76

51
41
47

64
36

46
78

106

177
196

58
76
112

160

137

200

216

233

2013

2014

2015

Business
services

85

332

318

2017

2018

273

2016

Machinery and
equipment

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

… as the UK loses ground in Europe …
Turning to the top 10 sectors generating FDI projects across Europe,
digital and business services remain the two leading sectors generating
the largest number of projects, as in the UK. But finance — which ranks
third in the UK — generates only the fifth largest number of projects at a
European level. Transport equipment and machinery and equipment are
the third and fourth largest FDI sectors, respectively, across Europe.
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The UK is the leading country in securing FDI projects in the digital (24%
share), business services (22% share) and finance (27% share) sectors.
But for the remaining seven sectors in the top 10, the principle recipient
is either France (five sectors) or Germany (two sectors). In those sectors
where the UK is not the leading recipient, its lowest ranking among the
destinations securing investment is in chemicals and plastic, where the
UK is placed fourth behind France, Germany and Turkey.
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Sector performance for leading sectors across Europe
Leading sectors 2018

All European projects

Growth 2017-18 %

Leading country 2018

Market share

UK #

1

Digital

1,341

9

UK

24%

2

Business services

741

-17

UK

22%

3

Transportation manufacturers
and suppliers

536

1

France

15%

3rd

4

Machinery and equipment

455

38

Germany

20%

2nd

5

Finance

416

22

UK

27%

6

Agri-food business

399

10

France

18%

2nd

7

Transportation and logistics

385

-3

France

13%

3rd

8

Chemicals and plastic

351

-13

France

21%

4th

9

Electronics and IT

303

18

Germany

20%

2nd

10

Utility supply

180

-15

France

19%

2nd

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

A comparison with 2017 shows that the UK regained the lead in
European business services FDI in 2018, but slipped down the rankings
in pharmaceuticals (from second to third), automotive (also second to
third), food (first to second), and chemicals (third to fourth).
… with possible concerns over digital …
In terms of digital projects, Europe’s largest FDI sector, there were 9%
more projects recorded across Europe overall in 2018 than in 2017. The
UK remained significantly ahead of Germany in terms of digital projects
secured, but the gap narrowed slightly from 105 projects in 2017 to 84
in 2018. Worryingly, while the UK still leads Europe in attracting digital
projects, it suffered falls in both project numbers and European market
share in 2018. The 4% decline in the UK’s digital projects in 2018 saw
its market share of all European digital projects fall from 27% to 24% of
the market, as digital projects across Europe grew by 8.9%. Significantly,
this sector’s projects increased in the other four largest destinations —
Germany (up 3%), France (up 6%), Spain (up 108%), and Ireland (up 97%).
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%

Despite a 10% decline
in business services,
the UK regained its
position as the leading
recipient by overtaking
Germany which
recorded a 42% decline
in projects

Destination of digital projects 2009–18 — Europe’s leading five recipients

318

Projects
234
191
127
75
75

53
50
21
18

42

2009

2010

United Kingdom

2011

2012

Germany

2013

2014

2015

Spain

France

2016

2017

2018

Ireland

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

… pressure on business services …
Investment in business services over 2017 and 2018 has also
changed significantly, with overall projects across Europe declining
by 17%. Within this European total, business services projects
declined sharply in Germany, falling by 42%. And despite the UK
also recording a decline in business services projects (of 10%),
the UK regained its position as the leading recipient by overtaking
Germany — which in 2017 had been the top European destination
for business services projects for the first time in the past decade.
Nevertheless, the number of business services investments in the
UK has now declined for two years in succession, taking it from a
high point of 196 projects in 2016 to 160 projects in 2018.

Destination of business services projects 2009–18
— Europe’s leading five recipients

160
137

130
121

64
54
40
17

47
39

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
United Kingdom

Germany

Belgium

Spain

France

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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… and the emergence of a slowdown in manufacturing …
Looking at manufacturing FDI activity on the same basis, the UK
is ranked as the fourth-largest recipient of projects across Europe,
behind France, Turkey and Germany. Overall, manufacturing projects
across Europe declined by 6%, from 1,982 projects recorded in 2017
to 1,869 in 2018. The manufacturing subsectors of food, automotive,
pharmaceuticals, metals, and chemicals all saw declines, with machinery
and equipment the only strong performer.
2018 was a poor year for UK manufacturing with a 35% decline in the
number of investments in manufacturing facilities, breaking a six-year

run of increasing annual numbers of FDI projects attracted by the UK.
The continuous year-on-year increases between 2012 and 2017 saw
UK manufacturing projects rise from 120 to 216 projects, but the
total of 140 projects secured in 2018 was the lowest number recorded
since 2013.
The drop from 85 to 58 projects in automotive was the most concerning
given its relative importance in the UK economy. The UK did secure 194
non-factory projects by manufacturers — up from 191 in 2017 — but the
sector overall had a difficult year casting doubts on the potential ability
of the UK’s Industrial Strategy to offset the impact of Brexit.

Destination of manufacturing projects 2009–18 — Europe’s leading five recipients

339

203
152
140
129

139
92
63
59
26
2009
France

2010

2011
Turkey

2012

2013

Germany

2014
United Kingdom

2015

2016

2017

2018

Poland

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

… reflecting differences identified in our survey of investors’
perceptions of the UK
The actual performances of the UK’s various FDI sectors in 2018 were
consistent with the responses in our investor survey, which identified
significant variations in sentiment between sectors. For example, we
found that 24% of tech investors in the UK have put projects on hold,
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as reflected by the decline in digital projects in 2018. By contrast,
only 12% of UK business services investors have paused activity, while
11% have increased activity and 3% have reduced projects. Also, 9% of
manufacturers and 11% of chemicals companies said they have reduced
their investments.
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A continuing decline in HQ investments …
Turning to the types of FDI projects coming into the UK, the 2018
figures reveal a fall in UK FDI in headquarters (HQ) projects in 2018 from
95 projects to 48, a decline of almost 50% — much worse than the fall of
20% seen in the European market overall, from 370 projects to 296. HQ
projects have now declined in the UK for three consecutive years. At 48
projects in 2018, the number is now less than one-third of that recorded
at the high point of the past decade in 2015, when the UK secured 150
HQ projects. This 2015 figure for the UK represented more than 50% of
all HQ projects recorded in Europe in that year. In 2018 the UK’s share
was 16%.

UK projects by activity, 2017–18

… and a worrying downward trend in R&D FDI market share
While not as dramatic as the decline in HQ projects, the UK also reported
a fall in its number of R&D projects secured in 2018. The UK’s R&D
projects have declined from a high point of 100 projects in 2015 to 74
in 2018. This fall has not been continued every year in absolute terms,
as R&D projects into the UK rose in 2017. But the erosion of the UK’s
performance in securing R&D projects is clearly illustrated by its loss
of market share. In 2015, the UK secured 26% of all European R&D
projects. In 2018 this figure had declined to 12%.

50

%

UK FDI in HQ projects
in 2018 fell from
95 projects to 48, a
decline of almost 50%

As the UK’s performance in securing R&D projects has been declining,
France’s has been increasing rapidly. France secured 144 R&D projects
in 2018 and was Europe’s leading R&D FDI destination, with the UK in
a fairly distant second place. The French total in 2018 represented a
220% increase over 2015 — and France has increased its number of R&D
projects secured every year since 2014.
Among other types of project, UK logistics projects rose slightly, in line
with the European market as a whole. And sales and marketing projects
were down less than the European market, possibly reflecting the effects
of companies establishing sales offices in the UK in preparation for Brexit.
Overall, the statistics on types of project reinforce the story from the
sector figures: that there are some significant challenges to UK FDI, with
manufacturers worried about supply chains, R&D investors about access
to skills and EU funding, and HQ investors about the change in the UK’s
relationship with the EU.
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Origin

Projects

UK market
share (%)

Change on
2017 (%)

HQ

48

16

-50

Logistics

80

14

7

Manufacturing

140

8

-35

R&D

74

12

-17

Sales and marketing

636

26

-4

Other back office

76

15

15

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

Change in UK projects by activity, 2009–18
Projects

140
80
76
74

92
68
57
55
21

48

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
HQ
R&D

Back office
Manufacturing

Logistics

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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UK market share of all European FDI projects by
activity, 2009–18

Destination of European HQ projects, 2009–
18

UK Percentage of European FDI

Percentage market share

30%
28%
25%
22%

25%
16%
15%
14%
12%
8%

11%
9%
2009

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Back office
Manufacturing

HQ
R&D

Logistics
Sales and marketing

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

30%
21%

16%
16%
15%
10%
6%
6%

10%
7%
4%
3%
2009

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

France
Ireland

United Kingdom
Belgium

Germany
Netherlands

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019

Destination of European R&D projects, 2009–18

144

Projects

68

74
64

41

40
36

25
16
11
2009
France
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2012

United Kingdom

2013
Germany

2014
Spain

2015

2016

2017

2018

Belgium

Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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Investor origins: UK loses market share of
North American projects …
The leading origin of FDI into Europe in 2018 was the US.
This was hardly surprising: in fact, the US has been the largest
origin of investments into Europe in every year since FDI
projects were first recorded in 1997. And in 2018, the US was
the origin of double the number of projects compared to the
next largest origin, Germany.
The number of European investment projects originating from
the US in 2018 was 1,418, a rise of 3% over 2017. However,
UK projects from the US were largely flat, rising from 336
in 2017 to 345 in 2018. As a result, the UK lost share of US
investment in Europe.

Origins of UK investment by Global region 2009-18
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Change in top 20 origins of UK FDI projects, 2018
Annual change in UK projects
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… and Europe …
UK projects from a number of Western European origins declined from
2017 levels, including those from Germany, France, Spain, Switzerland
and Italy — together accounting for an aggregate reduction of 60
projects. The collective impact of these declines outweighed increases
in projects from Ireland, Sweden, Denmark and the Netherlands, which
together contributed an increase of 22 projects.
… but a major slump in Asian investment …
The largest shift in UK FDI project flow from Asia in 2018 was from
China. UK projects from China were down from 74 to 26, while France’s
Chinese projects fell much less sharply, from 39 to 31, and Germany’s
declined from 75 to 66. So European projects from China were falling
everywhere due to policy and economic issues, but much more markedly
in the UK. Similarly, UK FDI projects from Japan fell from 55 in 2017
to 42 in 2018, while France’s were only down from 54 to 52, and
Germany from 57 to 56.
… and no signs of the Commonwealth moving to fill the gap …
A further trend in 2018 was that, after a strong showing in 2017 in
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attracting FDI from Commonwealth countries, from whom the UK
secured 192 investment projects during the year, 2018 saw this number
fall back, with just 150 projects recorded.
UK FDI projects from India fell from 61 to 48 in 2018, although this
compared more favorably in percentage terms with the declines in
Indian projects experienced by France (from 19 to 8) and Germany (from
28 to 17). Investments from Australia fell from 49 to 37, and those
from Canada were down from 46 to 39.
… underlined by our findings on investors’ perceptions …
Our analysis of the UK’s 2018 FDI performance in terms of regions of
origin is very much in line with the findings from our survey of global
investors’ perceptions of the UK as an FDI location. The research shows
that Asian investors have exhibited the most negative response to
the referendum result, with 13% having reduced their investment and
14% having put activity on hold. North American investors have been
the most likely to increase investment, with 9% doing so, while 17% of
Western Europeans have paused investment and 6% have cancelled
projects since 2016.
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An analysis of this
year’s attractiveness
ratings for different
criteria by sector
and country reveals
few variations.
This suggests the
factors shaping
perceptions are
relatively common
across the investor
community —
again pointing to
an overarching
“Brexit effect”.

… as the ranking of the UK’s attractiveness continues to decline
The UK’s perception ratings on factors such as quality of life, educational
standards and social stability have been a major source of strength for
the UK’s FDI offer over many years, underpinning its broad-based appeal
to investors globally based on a wide range of criteria. After recovering
in 2018, our research shows that the UK’s ratings on several of these
key criteria has slipped back — albeit only marginally in some cases — in
2019, with small declines in investors’ top three criteria of quality of life
(down from 85% to 83%), technology/telecoms infrastructure (down from
79% to 78%), and education (down from 80% to 78%).

A case in point is the attractiveness rating given to the stability of the
UK’s social climate, which has fallen from 70% last year to 64% this time,
reflecting the uncertain outlook. Another unsurprising shift, given the
political situation, is that the attractiveness of the UK’s political, legal
and regulatory stability has fallen, although the large extent of the
decline — from 69% to 53% — is worrying.
On other criteria, the findings represent something of a mixed bag.
The attractiveness rating of the UK’s transport infrastructure
improves from 62% to 67%, but skills levels, labor costs and the
flexibility of labor legislation all decline. And while the UK’s corporate
taxation and availability and cost of real estate are seen as having
improved in attractiveness, these rises are overshadowed by a sharp
decline in the UK’s attractiveness for access to the European market,
down from 69% to 60% — again hardly surprising in the context of Brexitrelated uncertainty.

On most criteria, this year’s findings mean the UK is achieving scores
that are below the average for the five years prior to the EU referendum,
when it typically scored over 80% on seven or eight criteria. And the falls
in the scores for some of the criteria sound particularly loud alarm bells,
since they’re factors that are so central to the UK’s global brand.

How attractive are different aspects of the UK as a location for establishing new FDI activities?
Quality of life, diversity,
culture and language

44%
39%

Education in trade and academic
Technology, telecommunication
infrastructure
Local labour skills level

41%

48%

20%

Very attractive

Fairly attractive

79%

80%

23%

5% 1%

70%

61%

69%

58%

69% +19pts

50%

68%

73%

67%

59%

62%

63%

29%

22%

1% 2%

61%

44%

Transport and logistics infrastructure

18%

72%

25%

23%

40%
46%

19%

66%

2%

Stability and transparency
of political, legal and
regulatory environment

Level of business regulation

80%

4%

49%

UK’s domestic market

2% 2%

22%

22%

22%

16%

52%

Stability of social climate

Access to European market

2017
reminder
82%

12%

41%

31%

2% 1%

Sub-total
attractive
85%

Little attractive

7% 4%

23%

6% 3%
5% 7%

28%

40%

2%

20%

21%

48%

6%

Not at all attractive

5% 5%
Can’t say

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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Viewpoint
EY
viewpoint

Steve Ivermee
EY UK & Ireland
Transaction
Advisory Services
Managing Partner

UK deal appetite hits 10-year high,
despite uncertainty
Our latest Global Capital Confidence
Barometer (CCB20) has two really
striking UK headlines. For the first time
in a decade, the UK is named as the
most attractive M&A destination by
global executives, moving ahead of the
US. At the same time, UK executives
have also signaled their highest M&A
appetite in a decade, with 67% of UK
respondents expecting to transact in
the next 12 months, compared with just
45% just six months ago.
These findings offer sharp contrast to
those in this report, which suggest a
decline in the UK’s attractiveness to

investors in greenfield FDI. While the obvious uncertainties that still
surround the UK’s future relationship with the EU are affecting FDI,
our CCB20 survey shows companies increasingly using M&A to adapt
to technological and geopolitical change, with UK transactions a
significant part of that response.
In particular, heightened uncertainties around EU market access
have provided a particularly strong imperative for corporate deals
to secure supply chains and continuing regulatory alignment. UK
respondents listed a “response to regulatory or tariff and trade
changes” as their top priority for acquisitions in CCB20.
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Meanwhile, technological disruption remains a significant deal
driver, with UK companies showing an increasing preference for
“buy” over “build” strategies. This may reflect the confidence
companies have in their ability to execute M&A compared with the
more uncertain environment for new capital investment, which
offers longer payback periods.
In terms of inbound acquisitions, UK plc’s strong focus on
innovation certainly contributed to it becoming the globally
preferred M&A destination for the next 12 months. Companies buy
for the long, not the short-term and the UK still has a reputation for
developing intellectual property, whilst its renowned universities
and the strength of its talent endure. The UK has other obvious
advantages of geography, in language; in its business-friendly legal
system, and in the ease of access to finance.
CCB20 also shows that the UK M&A attractions extend beyond
technology. Most companies looking to buy in the UK, are looking
at acquisitions in consumer products and retail, industrials and
financial services. This may reflect market access, supply chain and
regulatory repositioning by global companies, as they prepare for
life after Brexit.
The UK still offers a great deal for businesses looking for innovation
and resilient growth.
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UK businesses are committed to Europe
The number of outbound investments from the UK surged in 2017
by more than one-third from 343 to 464 projects, and the figure has
increased again in 2018 — albeit more slowly — to 479. From having had
historically similar volumes of outbound investment projects to France,
the UK now has over one-third more, although it is still well behind
Germany’s figure of 702.
Compared to 2016, the result is that there has been a major shift in UK
outbound activity, with significant increases across different sectors and
project types: outbound financial services projects up from 28 to 62,
digital from 42 to 88, chemicals from 11 to 19, logistics from 27 to 35.
The growth in HQs from 9 to 23, R&D from 16 to 36, and factories from
56 to 79 shows how operations are being reshaped ahead of Brexit.
A breakdown of outbound projects shows that the UK has more sales
and marketing investments than Germany and France, who tend to
have more production, research and logistics projects among their
outbound investments.

In 2018, outbound projects from the UK increased by 3%, and the UK
was the third-largest origin of European FDI projects. UK projects are
most likely to go to Germany (the destination for 20% of UK outbound
investments in 2018), France (16%) and Ireland (9%).
The chart below illustrates the change in the number of UK outbound
investments from the five largest sectors since immediately prior to
the Brexit referendum in 2016. In each sector, 2017 and 2018 have
represented years when outbound investment was higher than 2015
and 2016. This trend has been most marked in the digital and finance
sectors: in each case, outbound investments in 2017 and 2018 have
totaled more than double the number of outbound projects recorded in
2015 and 2016. There is no doubt that UK businesses are committed to
the European market and are investing ahead of Brexit to ensure they can
continue to trade with the most important trading block for UK exports
and imports.

Outbound investments by the UK’s five largest sectors for outbound FDI, 2015–18
Projects
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Source: EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), 2019
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The challenge of
staying ahead

Outlook

No short-term crisis, as investors’ intentions remain stable …
Our 2019 survey of investors’ plans shows that short-term sentiment
towards investing in the UK over the coming 12 months has not
changed significantly since last year’s study. The proportion of
investors planning to establish or expand operations in the UK over
the coming year is 23%, a slight fall from the figure of 24% in our
2018 research and within — albeit at the lower end of — the range
seen over the past seven years. However, it is interesting to note that
investors not already established in the UK remain much more nervous
about investing in the country, with only 2% (down from 3% last year)
planning to do so.

Does your company have plans to establish or
expand operations in the UK over the next year?
95
70
56
35
23
7

2
Yes
Total

No
Established

9

3

Can’t say
Not established in the UK

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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23 June 2016
Brexit vote
27%
25%

24%

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019

October
2016*

March
2016

2015

2014

2013

23%

24%

24%

23%

2019

27%

2018

26%

2017

28%

2012

In our 2018 study, 36% of investors worldwide said they expected the
UK’s attractiveness for FDI to decline over the coming three years. In
2019, the proportion expecting this deterioration has risen significantly,

Proportion of companies planning to establish or expand
operations in the UK over the next year, 2009-18

2011

… but expectations of the UK’s FDI attractiveness in the mediumterm are deteriorating …
The findings we described above suggest that perceptions of the UK’s
attractiveness to investors over the short term have largely held firm
during the past year. However, this apparent stability is in contrast to a
significant worsening of investors’ longer-term expectations of how the
UK’s future attractiveness as an FDI location will evolve.

to 42% of all respondents. This increased pessimism is mirrored by a
decline in optimism: just 26% say they expect the UK’s attractiveness to
improve, down from 30% last year.

2010

To put the UK findings into context, it is worth highlighting that
EY’s European Attractiveness Survey 2019 found that only 27% of
international investors were planning to establish or expand operations
in Europe this year, down from 35% last year. So, while it may be
worrying that the UK figure of 23% planning to invest is well below the
European average of 27%, it is actually closer to the European level than
last year — when the UK’s 24% was well below Europe’s 35%.

To what degree do you think the UK’s attractiveness will evolve over the next three years?
6%

7%

26%

20%

4%

30%

16%

23%

20%

33%

29%

26%

32%

30%

36%
40%

42%
10%
3%

46%

10%
4%

Respondents (n=446)

10%
1%

Established (n=284)

It will significantly improve
It will slightly improve

It will stay the same
It will slightly decrease

Not established (n=162)
It will significantly decrease
Can’t say

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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… and a historical comparison adds further cause for concern
A look at these findings in their historical context gives little comfort. As
well as being the worst-ever findings for the UK, these results mean that
the proportion of investors with a negative view of the UK’s mediumterm prospects has almost doubled since March 2016. What is more,
the 2019 figure is more than five times higher than the average result
from 2010 to 2015. Equally worryingly, the figure of 26% expecting the
UK to improve as an FDI location lags well behind the European average
of 37%. And the UK’s balance of minus 16% between optimists and
pessimists is the largest ever found in this annual research, and a far cry
from the 61% positive balance that the UK recorded in 2013.

To what degree do you think the UK’s attractiveness will evolve over the next three years?

33%

36%
56%

47%

59%

65%

54%

29%

32%

30%

34%

34%

31%

31%

26%

31%

29%

36%

42%

54%

44%

44%
32%

19%
2004

37%

32%

30%

9%

9%

7%

4%

2010

2011

2012

2013

Will improve

Will stay the same

35%
8%
2014

39%

5%
2015

16%
March 2016

October 2016*

2017

2018

2019

Will decrease

* CSA – EY UK Post-Brexit Attractiveness Survey – sample quite different, trend should be interpreted with care
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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%

22% of companies in the
tech/digital sector expect
the UK to get worse over
next three years and 32%
think it will improve

A closer analysis also reveals wide variations between different sectors
and regions. For example, 63% of respondent chemicals companies
think the UK will become less attractive over the next three years and
15% that it will improve, giving a negative balance of 48%. By contrast,
in the tech/digital sector, 22% of companies expect the UK to get worse
over next three years and 32% think it will improve — a positive balance
of 10%. In terms of regions, 51% of companies based in Western Europe
think the UK will get worse over the next three years and 25% that it

32

Following the UK’s decision to leave the European
Union, will you relocate operations in the next
three years from the UK to Europe?
6%

Established (n=284)
Can’t say

Overall, the message is that it appears there will not be a mass exodus of
investment from the UK.

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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… but investors are not keen to relocate assets …
However, some of our findings do point to the UK having time to respond
to avoid future declines in FDI. One of these is that investors appear
to be reluctant to move activities out of the UK. Only 6% of existing
investors expect to relocate operations from the UK to Europe after the
UK has left the EU, down from 8% last year.

Unlike last year, there is little variation between different sectors in
terms of the level of intention to relocate. Some 8% of chemicals and
pharmaceuticals companies say they will move operations — and 8% of
manufacturers, up from 4% last year. But these are the only two sectors
showing any significant divergence from the average.

11%

No

Looking across all these results, the clear implication is that the Brexit
vote and its aftermath may have had a significant impact on longerterm global perceptions of the UK’s future attractiveness. As we have
seen before in previous UK Attractiveness Surveys, it does seem that
investors’ concerns over the UK are often focused more on future
projects than the immediate situation — a tendency that fits in with the
long lead times for decisions on FDI projects.

There are, though, wide variations in sentiment between investors from
different regions. Among Asian investors,
15% expect to move assets from the UK to Europe — well above the
global average of 6%, but actually a reduction from 25% last year. In
contrast, just 4% of Western European investors expect to move some
operations out of the UK, although that represents a big increase from
the 1% who expected to relocate in our 2018 study.

83%

Yes

will improve, giving a negative balance of 26%, while among those from
the US, 34% think the UK will get worse and 26% that it will improve — a
negative balance of ‘only’ 8%.
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Future growth drivers: financial services and digital lead the UK’s
future attractiveness …
When investors are asked which business sectors they think will drive
the UK’s growth in the coming years, financial services and the digital
economy come out as the most important by a wide margin, although
both are seen as slightly less important than they were last year. The

digital economy experiences a particularly sharp fall, declining by 11
percentage points to 26%. The slide in the rating of the top two sectors
sees several others narrow the gap with significant increases — notably
business-to-business services excluding finance (up from 14% to 23%),
pharmaceuticals and biotech (12% to 15%), clean tech (5% to 13%) and
the auto industry (6% to 12%).

In your opinion, which business sectors will drive the UK’s growth in the coming years?
22%

Banking, insurance, wealth and asset management
13%

Digital economy (IT, telecoms and media)

12%

BtoB services excluding finance (IT services, consulting, audit,
communication)
7%

The pharmaceutical industry and biotechnologies

5%

Auto industry (manufacturing and equipment)

2%
3%

Transport (trains, aircraft and space)

3%

Media and publishing

2%

Government sector
Tourism

1%
1%

None

1%

5%
13%
9%

12%

6%
14%

10%

5%

7%

7%

6%

8%

5%

1%

5%

1%
2%
7%

Can’t say
First

12%

12%

5%

Real estate and construction

14%

23%

13%

6%

Consumer goods

39%
37%

26%

13%

5%

Energy (Including nuclear energy) and utilities (waste,
water treatment...)

33%

15%

6%

Clean tech

Chemicals

2018
reminder

4%

Total

NB: two answers possible
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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Meanwhile, an analysis of investors’ responses by geographical origin
shows that companies from Western Europe are more likely than those
from Asia and the US to believe that the digital economy will drive the
UK’s future growth, while investors from Asia are the most likely to cite
financial services.

strengthened its position in investor perceptions of its appeal as a global
center for technology innovation. Asked to name the cities across the
world that they think are most likely to produce the next technology
giant, investors place London in fourth place with a score of 14% — up
from 13% in 2018, when it ranked fifth. London’s rise up the ranking is
at the expense of New York, which slips from 21% and fourth place last
year to 12% and sixth this time.

… and London is still the digital jewel in the UK’s crown …
Our 2019 survey of investor perceptions also shows that London has

Which three cities in the world offer the best chance of producing the next tech giant?
25%
23%

18%

18%

12%
8% 8%

Can’t say

Dubai

Tel Aviv

Barcelona

Brussels

Shenzhen

Munich

Chicago

Boston

Geneva

Frankfurt

2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Dublin

Madrid

Sao Paulo

Moscow

Copenhagen

Amsterdam

3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Stockholm

4% 4% 4%

Los Angeles

5% 5%

Bangalore

Mumbai

Singapore

New Dehli

Berlin

New York

Tokyo

London

Beijing

Shanghai

SF/Silicon Valley

6%

Seoul

9%

Paris

13%

Hong Kong

14%

NB: open-ended question, three possible answers
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey Europe, June 2019
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Looking at investors’ responses to the technology giant question
over the past decade, the most striking overall trend from a regional
perspective has been the rise of Asian cities. However the sustained
increase in Asian cities’ scores has seen something of a correction in the
past year, with — for example — Beijing slipping back from 22% to 18%
and Mumbai from 11% to 6%.
While London’s slightly stronger showing might suggest a shift of
perceptions back towards the West, New York’s sharp fall this year points
the other way, and even San Francisco/Silicon Valley in first place suffered
a small decline. Perhaps the overarching message is that more innovation
is now emerging from an ever-wider range of cities across the world — and
answering the technology giant question is getting harder.

Which three cities in the world offer the best chance of producing the next tech giant
Responses 2009-18
26%

Evolution - % Total quotations

24%
22%
21%

13%
11%
8%
7%
6%
5%
2%

8%

2009

2010

SF/Silicon Valley

2011
London

2012

2013

Mumbai

Beijing

2014

2015
New York

2016
Berlin

2017

2018

Shanghai

NB: open-ended question, three possible answers
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey Europe, June 2019
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… while Europe’s growth drivers — aside from runaway leader digital —
are more evenly balanced
A comparison with the sectors highlighted in our European
Attractiveness Survey 2019 as driving future growth in Europe provides
some informative insights. Compared to the UK, Europe is perceived as
having a relatively more balanced multi-sector economy that continues
to be largely driven by digital activities. In this year’s European study,
the digital economy increases its lead as the top growth driver. But the
scores attributed to the other sectors are much more evenly distributed
than in the UK, suggesting a broader and more equal balance of
economic growth between them — albeit with a huge focus on digital as
a common driver. A particularly noteworthy development is the strong
and rising perception of clean tech as a growth driver in Europe, up from
24% to 25% after being just 15% as recently as 2017.

In your opinion, which business sectors will
drive Europe’s growth in the coming years?

Looking at the findings over time, the digital economy — formerly
termed the ‘IT sector’ in our studies — has held the leading position
among Europe’s perceived drivers of growth in every year since 2010.
Behind it, a variety of other sectors have claimed second place year-onyear, with this position being held by three different sectors over the
past four years — pharmaceuticals and biotech, energy and utilities, and
then clean tech both this year and the one preceding it. This again
points to the relatively even balance between sectors in Europe as
drivers of overall economic growth but coupled with the ongoing rise of
the ‘green’ movement.

19%

Towards an action plan for the UK: EU access and the UK economy
are still worrying investors …
Overall, the picture that emerges from the UK’s FDI performance in
2018 and our survey of global investors’ perceptions in 2019 is of an
FDI location that still has significant strengths but is facing significant
challenges due to both the decision to leave the UK and the process
to get there. The UK has retained its lead in European FDI — albeit
with a decline in projects numbers and market share — and there is no
immediate crisis, with few investors planning to relocate to Europe.
But many of the medium- and longer-term indicators in our perception
survey are deeply worrying, as the UK sees the attractiveness of some
of its traditionally strongest attributes wither away.
Against this background, what are existing and potential inward
investors into the UK most worried about now? On this question our
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39%

25%

21%

17%

Can’t say
3%
None 1%

Digital economy

Clean tech

Energy and utilities
Pharmaceuticals and
biotechnologies
Automotive and transport

17%

Business services
excluding finance

15%

Banking, finance and
insurance

15%

Logistic and distribution

12%

Consumer goods

7%

Real estate and
construction

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey Europe, June 2019

findings reveal some significant shifts from last year. The strategic,
longer-term issue of loss of access to EU markets and the level of UK
economic growth remain important — with access to EU markets scored
at 33% in second place this year, down from 39% and first place last
time, and concern over UK economic growth rated at 19% in sixth place,
down from 30% and second place in 2018.
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… but more immediate border and customs concerns have
come to the fore
However, what shines out from the findings is the surge in concern in
the past year over more practical and immediate challenges to crossborder trade, with border/supply chain delays rocketing from 13% in
2018 to 34% in 2019 to become investors’ number one worry. Concerns
over tariffs on both imports and exports have also increased, probably
reflecting the very real prospect of a no-deal Brexit at the time the
research was conducted. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the top four concerns
are all greater among investors established in the UK than in those
who have not yet invested here, since it is companies with assets and
operations already on the ground who will have to deal with those
concerns if and when they arise.

What are the key factors that you are concerned about with the UK after it leaves the European Union?
Established
Border/supply chain delays

34%

Loss of access to EU markets

33%

Tariffs on imports

32%

Tariffs on UK exports

30%

Customs compliance costs

25%

Not established

40%

23%

34%

31%

36%

24%

32%

28%

25%

25%

Level of UK economic growth

19%

20%

17%

Restrictions on skilled labour mobility

19%

21%

15%

13%

24%

10%

11%

Level of UK political risk

17%

Diverging regulation

10%

Loss of access to non-EU markets

8%

7%

12%

Restrictions on unskilled labour mobility

8%

8%

7%

2%

4%

3%

Can’t say
NB: two answers possible
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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Which of the following areas should be domestic priorities for the UK
Government to improve the UK’s attractiveness in future?

Overall, the changes in investors’ concerns may
largely reflect rising awareness and knowledge
of what Brexit may mean for their businesses in
practical terms.
Clear policy messages around skills, infrastructure
and incentives …
The good news is that, against the backdrop of a
challenging 2018 and a worsening outlook according
to investor perceptions, there is a clear policy agenda
for the UK to work on. The importance of investment
in both skills and infrastructure is clear in the
responses to our survey. Neither should be a surprise
given the findings we cited earlier on how the UK’s
attractiveness on labor skills, costs and regulation
have all deteriorated over time. And on infrastructure,
investors are keen to see improvements across all
UK’s provision, with a higher share in 2019 compared
to last year, identifying road, rail, ports, airports
and telecommunications all in need of attention. In
addition, we asked for the first time this year about
social infrastructure (health, education, housing
etc) and investors placed it alongside rail as the joint
second most important UK infrastructure priority
behind roads.
The potential policy agenda extends beyond the
skills and infrastructure areas regularly mentioned in
our research. Investors unsurprisingly highlight their
desire for investment incentives but also highlight
the levels of corporation tax and business regulation
as areas for attention.
When we consider how far the UK’s reputation
for social stability and political and regulatory
predictability and transparency has fallen, it is
clear a concerted and integrated response is
urgently required to address the decline in the UK’s
attractiveness. The UK needs to reconnect with
investors and articulate a coherent policy framework
for investment.
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Improving the skill levels of UK workforce

32%

Providing support for foreign investors*

24%

Reducing corporate taxation levels

23%

Incentives for Investment/R&D*

21%

Reducing the regulatory burden on business

21%

Road infrastructure

20%

Improving social infrastructure (housing, schools, hospi-

16%

tals, culture and sport)*
Rail infrastructure

16%

Allocate more investment to the UK Industrial Strategy*

15%

Investment in telecommunications infrastructure

15%

Developing strong business networks*

13%

Additional ports capacity

12%

Additional airport capacity

11%

Can’t say

5%

*New items
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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Viewpoint
… that also resonate in the digital space
The need to invest in skills and infrastructure is reinforced by the
importance digital investors place on these two areas. Further work on
cyber security, R&D and digital innovation offer additional opportunities
for UK policymakers to respond to the emerging challenges to the UK’s
European leadership in the sector.

Digital transformation is creating opportunities for UK
business. In your view, where should the UK Government
concentrate its efforts to best support the UK’s
transformation to a digital economy?
Enhancing workforce skills for
the digital age

53%

Enhancing investments in digital
technologies and infrastructure
(cloud, 5G...)

50%

Fostering a trustworthy eco system and investing in cybersecurity

48%

Investing in digital Research and
Development

48%

Fostering digital innovation to
modernize the public services

45%

Strengthening the rules and
regulations for data protection

41%

Boosting digital entrepreneurship

33%

Can’t say
Can’t say

4%
17%

NB: several answers possible
Source: EY Attractiveness Survey UK, June 2019
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Since 2016 we have seen an upward
trend in job vacancies in many sectors,
but more so in the areas of digital and
technology skills. When combined with
the decline of immigration from EU countries and an ageing
population there is a clear need for priority focus and investment
in developing the agile, collaborative workforce of the future.
With EY’s UK Attractiveness Report 2019 showing investors are
concerned about the UK’s future appeal, the need for increased
and sustained investment in the UK workforce requirements of
the future should be one of the most pressing and compelling
government priorities.

The challenge is immense as the workforce actively seeks not only
the right skills, but easy, cost effective access delivered in a multi
channel environment, at point of need and as personalised as
possible for greatest impact and application. Lifetime learning and
reskilling must become the norm and will be key to success in the
post Brexit world.

1%

Other

Stuart Martin
EY Workforce
Advisory Brexit
Lead

In this time of continued uncertainty,
combined with the increased pace of
socio-political and economic change,
the need for substantial investment in
workforce skills for the digital age is
ampllified. We have entered the Fourth
Industrial Revolution and have to
prepare for the unlimited and exciting
opportunities it has to offer.

We need to develop a workforce strategy that creates a truly
diverse, international, multi generational and inclusive workforce,
comfortable with rapid and constant change and seamless
interaction with the digital world.

36%

Strengthening the legal framework for digital business

EY
viewpoint

Building a winning
workforce for the
digital age
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Methodology
Geography

5%
Northern Europe

41%

2%

29%

Russia

Central and
Eastern Europe

Western
Europe

North America

<1%

Size

18 %
Asia

More than €1.5 billion

29%

From €150 million
to €1.5 billion

5%

36%

Less than
€150 million

35%

Oceania

Job title

Sector activity

Managing director, senior vice president and COO

14%

Director of development

7%

Director of investments

6%

Director of strategy
Chairman, president and CEO

C-Suite
33%

4%
2%

Financial director
20%

Human resources director

2%

Product manager

1%

Technical manager

1%

Real estate director

1%

Quality director

1%

Foreword

33%

Industry,
automotive
and energy

Private and
business
services

20%

7%

7%

41%

Marketing and commercial director
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Others
67%

Consumer

Chemical and
pharmaceutical
industries

High-tech
telecommunication
infrastructure and
equipment

Source: EY Attractiveness Survey 2019 — Europe
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The “real” attractiveness of the UK
for foreign investors.
Our evaluation of the reality of FDI in Europe is based
on the EY European Investment Monitor (EIM), EY
proprietary database, produced in collaboration with
OCO. This database tracks the FDI projects that have
resulted in the creation of new facilities and jobs. By
excluding portfolio investments and M&A, it shows the
reality of investment in manufacturing and services by
foreign companies across the continent.
Data on FDI is widely available. An investment in
a company is normally included in FDI data if the
foreign investor acquires more than 10% of the
company’s equity and takes a role in its management.
FDI includes equity capital, reinvested earnings and
intracompany loans.
But our figures also include investments in physical
assets, such as plant and equipment. And this data
provides valuable insights into:
• How FDI projects are undertaken
• What activities are invested in
• Where projects are located
• Who is carrying out these projects
The EY EIM is a leading online information provider
that tracks inward investment across Europe. This
flagship business information tool is the most
detailed source of data on cross-border investment
projects and trends throughout Europe. The EY EIM is
frequently used by government bodies, private sector
organizations and corporations looking to identify

significant trends in employment, industry, business
and investment.
The EY EIM database focuses on investment
announcements, the number of new jobs created and,
where identifiable, the associated capital investment.
Projects are identified through the daily monitoring
of more than 10,000 news sources. To confirm
the accuracy of the data collected, the research
team aims to directly contact more than 70% of the
companies undertaking these investments.
The following categories of investment projects are
excluded from the EY EIM:
• M&A and joint ventures (unless these result in new
facilities or new jobs being created)
• License agreements
• Retail and leisure facilities, hotels and real estate*
• Utilities (including telecommunications networks,
airports, ports and other fixed infrastructure)*
• Extraction activities (ores, minerals and fuels)*
• Portfolio investments (pensions, insurance and
financial funds)
• Factory and other production replacement
investments (e.g., replacing old machinery without
creating new employment)
• Nonprofit organizations (charitable foundations,
trade associations and government bodies)
*Investment projects by companies in these
categories are included in certain instances: e.g.,
details of a specific new hotel investment or retail

outlet would not be recorded, but if the hotel or
retail company were to establish a headquarters
facility or a distribution center, this project would
qualify for inclusion in the database.
The perceived attractiveness of the UK and its
competitors by foreign investors
We define the attractiveness of a location as a
combination of image, investors’ confidence and the
perception of a country’s or area’s ability to provide
the most competitive benefits for FDI. The field
research was conducted by the CSA Institute in April
and May 2019 via telephone interviews, based on a
representative panel of 446 international decisionmakers.
This panel was made up of decision-makers of all
origins, with clear views and experience of Europe:
• North America: 41%
• Western Europe: 29%
• Asia: 18%
• Northern Europe: 5%
• Oceania: 5%
• Central and Eastern Europe: 2%
• Russia: <1%
Overall, 64% of the 446 companies interviewed have a
presence the UK.

About the EY Attractiveness program
EY Attractiveness Surveys are widely recognized by clients, media, governments
and major public stakeholders as a key source of insight into FDI. Examining the
attractiveness of a particular region or country as an investment destination,
the surveys are designed to help businesses make investment decisions and
governments remove barriers to growth. A two-step methodology analyzes both
the reality and perception of FDI in the country or region. Findings are based on
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the views of representative panels of international and local opinion leaders and
decision-makers.
The program has a 18-year legacy and has produced in-depth studies for Europe,
a large number of European countries, Africa, the Mediterranean region, India,
Japan, South America, Turkey and Kazakhstan.

For more information, please visit: ey.com/attractiveness #EYAttract
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EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services.
The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence
in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our
stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working
world for our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more,
of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a
separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP
The UK firm Ernst & Young LLP is a limited liability partnership registered
in England and Wales with registered number OC300001 and is a member
firm of Ernst & Young Global Limited.
Ernst & Young LLP, 1 More London Place, London, SE1 2AF.
© 2019 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
Artwork by JDJ Creative Ltd.
ED None
In line with EY’s commitment to minimize its impact on the environment, this document has been
printed on paper with a high recycled content.
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not
intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to your
advisors for specific advice.

ey.com/ukas
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